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Operators Unlimited Welcomes Sean Israel as Account Manager 
Bringing 17 years of wastewater experience to Operators Unlimited 

 
Duncan, SC. (April 19, 2023)- Operators Unlimited recently hired Sean Israel as an Account 
Manager. Sean began his career in industrial wastewater treatment, specifically within 
petrochemical units and refineries, treating boilers, cooling towers and inlet water and 
wastewater. Sean also has experience in biological waste processes and has now returned to 
wastewater treatment at Operators Unlimited.  
 
Sean built his career in private segments developing solutions for his industrial water 
customers. He has managed and improved industrial and wastewater treatment for large 
chemical plants and petroleum refineries. Now at Operators Unlimited he will take his previous 
experience and assist customers in optimizing operations with cost-reduction solutions. Sean 
has spent significant time as a senior account manager in specialty chemical sales and 
successfully implementing applications for wastewater operations. Sean’s expertise in both 
service and management will be a valuable asset to the Operators Unlimited team. Sean holds a 
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering from Clemson University. 
 
“I’m excited to be joining a company with such strong values and an even stronger team. 
Operators Unlimited invests in its team and is allowing me the opportunity to grow in my career 
and continue my passion. As I begin the role of Account Manager, my goal is to grow not only in 
my career but strengthen Operators Unlimited client relationships,” Sean shared.  
 
As an account manager, Sean will focus on maintaining customer needs such as resolving 
project issues, developing solutions that overall strengthen wastewater processes and 
prioritizing client communication. His efforts will strengthen customer relations and aid in 
exploration for improvement opportunities in their plants. This includes creating cost effective 
and time efficient action plans for any challenges that may arise, providing engineering 
consulting and identifying solutions that are economically viable. Investing his time and energy, 
Sean takes pride in attention to details and developing strategic and specific plans for each of 
his customers.  
 
Bill Thompson, Director of Sales at Operators Unlimited shares, “Sean brings extensive 
knowledge in the industry to our team, and I could not be happier to have him join as Account 
Manager. His experience assisting private clients and specializing in solutions will be an asset to 
Operators Unlimited and his customers.”    
 



### 
 

Founded in 2001, Operators Unlimited, Inc. offers its customer partners confidence through 
efficient wastewater treatment and regulatory compliance, resulting in the freedom to focus on 
their primary business. No matter the service segments utilized, Operators Unlimited customer 
partners experience operational efficiency, cost predictability and process peace of mind for 
their industrial wastewater treatment facilities. For more than 20 years, Operators Unlimited, 
Inc. strives to make a lasting impact on its company, community and environment. Learn more 
at operatorsunlimited.net or follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter. 
 

 

https://operatorsunlimited.net/
https://www.facebook.com/operatorsunlimited/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/operators-unlimited-inc./
https://www.instagram.com/operatorsunlimited/
https://twitter.com/OUnlimitedinc

